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Abstract. The paper reports selected ideas and preliminary results on
NN-based learning simple numerical properties from visual data. Specifically, we use datasets of small images with single-pixel dots (one to
ten dots in each image) to visually estimate integers (ranging from 1
to 10), to distinguish between even and odd numbers, and to identify
some other numerical properties. Small fully-connected NN’s and convolutional NN’s are used as learning architectures. The obtained results
are inconclusive. First, it seems that FCNN architectures are superior
to CNN’s, which are apparently hardly able to learn the abstractions
of numbers. Surprisingly, such conclusions contradict results presented
in a recently published paper on similar topics. Secondly, the concepts
of even and odd numbers cannot be learned directly from visual examples, even by FCNN’s. We preliminarily hypothesize that basic numerical
properties can or cannot be learned by simple NN architectures depending on whether the property divides the considered set of integers into
connected subsets (e.g. 1, 2 and larger numbers) or disjointed ones (e.g.
even versus odd numbers). Nevertheless, the obtained results are still
considered preliminary, and they require further theoretical analysis and
experimental verification.
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1

Introduction and Background

Counting is one of the first abstract concepts developed by children, e.g. [8]. Intuitively, and based on various publications (e.g. [4, 3]) this concept develops from
sensory experiences and physical embodiments, with visual inspection playing
the vital role.
Machine learning community has been interested in such issues for a long
time. Counting and understanding numerical concepts from visual data is an
interesting and challenging topics for AI algorithms. Initially, the majority of
papers were focused on automatic object counting rather than on ’understanding’
the abstractions of numbers, with significant efforts on counting-by-localizing
sub-tasks, e.g. [5, 7]. This was, obviously, more application-oriented and various
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sources (e.g. [2, 6]) indicate that true understanding of numbers may not be
needed to automatically perform counting tasks.
This paper follows another approach (presented in fewer papers) where visual
complexity of training/validation data is reduced, and the focus is on learning
the concept of numbers (including abilities to estimate the numbers of objects).
In particular, we follow and expand the approaches from [1], where two models
are proposed for learning counting (up to 10) in small black images containing
a number of white non-overlapping rectangles.
The authors used a standard feed-forward CNN (of very low complexity)
and a deep believe network(DBN) model, reporting superior performances of
the former, and providing details of the implemented architecture. Compared
to that paper, we investigate similar problems. However, other visual datasets
and alternative architectures are used. More diversified numerical concepts are
considered, and (notably) we obtain results which partially contradict [1].

2
2.1

Methodology and Objectives
Datasets

For the conducted experiments, we generated a simple dataset of 20,000 images.
As shown in Fig. 1, image resolution is 10 × 10 with a number of isolated singlepixel dots over backgrounds of opposite intensities. The images are not binary
to better represent the real-world visual conditions (and to minimize effects of
overfitting on binary data).

Fig. 1. Exemplary dataset images.

2.2

Tasks

Several learning tasks have been attempted by training selected NN architectures of the dataset. Actually, the dataset is divided into two equal halves, and
training/validation is always performed on an arbitrarily selected half (the other
one used for extensive testing). The tasks (which are learned separately and
independently from the provided visual dataset) are as follows:
a. Learning integers from 1 to 10.
b. Learning even and odd numbers (from the above range).
c. Learning the numbers 1, 2 and larger.
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The acquired abilities would be used for estimating the number (or number
category) of dots in test images.
2.3

NN Architectures

Following the results reported in [1], we initially tested small CNN’s proposed
there (with minor changes reflecting differences between the datasets). Eventually, even simpler CNN architectures were used, with much better results.
Nevertheless, because of unsatisfactory performances of CNN’s (details in
Section 3), fully connected NN’s (with correspondingly low complexity) were
used as the ultimate choice. For either CNN’s and FCNN’s, various variants
were attempted. Table 1 provides examples of top-performance architectures in
each category.
Table 1. Examples of tested architectures (CNN based on [1], our CNN and FCNN).
(A) CNN (based on [1])
(B) CNN (our)
(C) FCNN
Layer Parameters Activation Layer Parameters Activation Layer Parameters Activation
input
10 × 10
input
10 × 10
input
100
conv. 3 × 3, str=1
relu
conv. 2 × 2, str=2
relu
fc
10
tanh
maxpool 2 × 2, str=2
maxpool 1 × 1, str=1
fc
5
tanh
conv. 1 × 1, str=1
relu
fc
100
tanh
fc
5
tanh
fc
90
tanh
fc
10 (or 2)
softmax
fc
10 (or 2) softmax
fc
10 (or 2, 3) softmax output 10 (or 2, 3)
output 10 (or 2, 3)
output 10 (or 2)

3

Experimantal Results

Training of all architectures was performed on 70% of the selected half of the
dataset (the remaining 30% used for validation), while the other half of the
datatest was used for testing.
Unfortunately, neither CNN architectures similar to Table 1(A) nor CNN
architectures similar to Table 1(B) show satisfactory performances for Task(a),
i.e. counting from 1 to 10. Accuracy of the former ones is comparable to random
choice ( 10% on both training and testing data). The latter architectures perform better. On training data, the obtained accuracy can exceed 90%, but for
validation and testing data we could never get accuracy above 62%. Thus, the
experimental results (primarily in a form of ROC curves) are displayed only for
FCNN architecture (using the exemplary architecture from Table 1(C)).
As shown in Figs 2(a-d), FCNN almost perfectly handles Task(a) and, in
particular, Task(c) (see Section 2.2) but fails to learn the concepts of even and
odd numbers (Task(b)). For Task(a), accuracy for test data is 97.34%, while for
Task(c) it reaches 99.88%.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. ROC plots for recognition of numbers: (a) from 1 to 10, (b) odd or even numbers,
(c) numbers 1, 2 or larger. In (d), the confusion matrix (test data) for Task(a) is given.

The results, in spite of very low complexity of applied learning mechanisms,
very well correspond to the actual numerical skills of small children (e.g. [8]).
Counting one, two, many is the easiest task, counting to 10 comes later (and is
more error-prone, with most errors for larger numbers), while understanding the
concept of even and odd numbers is seldom achieved before the primary school.
Nevertheless, the obtained results are considered preliminary, and they require further theoretical analysis and experimental verification.
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